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Introduction 
This Safe & Effective Threshold Determination Report addresses the pre booming thresholds outlined in 
WAC 173-184-130. This report will replace the determination report submitted in 2014. Since the 
execution of the pre booming component of the Washington State Transfer Regulations, Olympic Tug & 
Barge, our booming contractor, and the Department of Ecology have all compiled a great deal of 
information concerning the various aspects of pre booming transfers at various location throughout 
Washington State waters. 

It is important to note, while establishing parameters provides crew conducting the transfer with 
guidelines as to when it is effective and safe to deploy boom. Many times actual environmental 
conditions may be below the thresholds, but given a particular combination of factors (pier 
construction, adverse weather or tidal forecast, etc...) may preclude the crew from deploying boom at a 
particular site. Regardless of effective threshold guidelines, safety of personnel is paramount and as 
such is the primary determining factor in the deployment of boom. 

Summary of Threshold Values 
The final decision of whether or not to pre boom a transfer will be at the discretion of the Master or PIC 
and/or their supervisor. These decisions will be made on a case by case basis which may include but not 
limited to factors such as high winds, rough seas, low visibility, extreme tidal states and currents, and 
local weather forecasts. If the Master/PIC responsible for the transfer and boom deployment 
determines the environmental conditions at a level that would be a risk to personnel and equipment it 
will be properly documented on the Boom Reporting Form and vessel wheelhouse log. 

Safe Thresholds 
The position of Olympic Tug & Barge is the most important aspect of the transfer regulations is the 
safety of our personnel and the personnel of our contractors. Olympic Tug & Barge will do everything in 
its power to meet or exceed the regulations outlined in WAC 173-184, but we will do so by adhering to 
the Harley Marine Services Marine Operations Manual, safety regulations set forth by the United States 
Coast Guard, and other established best practices and other applicable safety regulations. 

The Master or PIC and/or their supervisor will have the authority to make the determination if it is 
safe or unsafe to deploy containment boom at a transfer site. Factors to be consider are weather, 
currents, tidal state, condition or construction of terminal facility, time of day and location of facility. 
If it is determined unsafe to deploy boom at a transfer site it will be promptly reported to Department 
of Ecology using the Boom Reporting Form. 
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In all cases, if it is not possible to fully deploy a boom around vessels involved in a transfer, Olympic Tug 
& Barge and its contractors will make every effort to enclose that portion of the vessel that will offer 
the most effective containment in the event of an unintentional release (WAC 173-184-115 6 (a)). 

If it is determined that it is unsafe to deploy boom, Olympic Tug & Barge will meet the Alternative 
Measures Requirements outlined in WAC 173-184-115. 

Effective Thresholds 
In determining the effective thresholds Olympic Tug & Barge defers to the manufactures guidelines 
concerning the various types of containment boom. Two types of boom that will be used for transfer 
will be contractor and Perma-boom type boom. All containment used to pre boom transfers will be 
supplied by our contractor. The table below outlines the effective thresholds values for the deployment 
of boom at a transfer site. 

Effective Threshold Basis 
Sea State Values 2.0’ to 3.0’ Manufactures Guidelines 

Water Current Velocity .50 to 1.0 knots Manufactures Guidelines 

Wind Speed 
Sustain 20 knots  
Gusts to 30 knots 

Manufacture Guidelines 
 

In all cases, the final decision to pre boom will be at the discretion of the Master/PIC or their 
supervisor. If a transfer is not pre boomed, the Ecology Boom Reporting Form will be submitted. 
Alternative Measures Requirement outlined in WAC 173-184-115 will be adhered to in the event boom 
is not deployed. 

Methodology 
To expand further of the safety of pre booming a transfer site we have found that each transfer site 
has varying elemental conditions that are present when the decision is made not to boom. In each case 
the individuals making the decision to not boom have utilized various instruments (barometers and 
anemometers) on the vessels to accurately measure the conditions present at the transfer site. 

Sea state and current are captured from several sources; NOAA tidal and current tables and buoy 
reports for sea heights where available. National Weather Service broadcasted forecasts are used 
extensively to determine if conditions are predicted to deteriorate to a level that would make 
retrieving a deployed containment boom unsafe. 

With regards to current velocity on the Columbia River reports from the USCG and Northwest River 
Forecast Center are utilized. An additional method has been developed for the vessels on the Columbia 
River to ascertain the severity of the river currents. The barges conducting transfers on the Columbia 
River have 25 foot sections marked off on the deck of the barge. The Master or PIC deploys an object, 
typically a piece of wood, inter the water and records the time it takes for the object to travel 25 feet. 
This value is then transferred to a conversion table which allows the individual to record the speed of 
the current in knots. While this method is rudimentary, the operators have found it to be effective. 

As all of our vessels are crewed by USCG licensed deck officers with a heighten level of experience, at 
times, environmental evaluations are based on the past experience and instincts of these individuals. 
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When the decision is made to not boom a transfer the Master or PIC will use the instruments, 
methods, and reports available to them to record the conditions present at the time. This information 
will be submitted on the Boom Report Form and the official wheelhouse log of the vessel. This 
information will continue to be evaluated to ascertain changes in any safe and effective thresholds. 

Common Transfer Sites 
The following values for the common transfer sites and historical overview are based on nearly 8 years 
of data and experience. As stated previously, at times a combination of conditions are present that will 
preclude pre booming, yet the safe and effective values could be lower or higher than the averages 
indicated below. All values noted in the tables below are averages () of the values noted on boom 
reporting forms submitted by the vessels when the decision was made not to pre boom a transfer. 

Puget Sound Transfer Sites  

Seattle Area 

East Waterway and vicinity 
(Terminal 18, Terminal 37, Terminal 42, Terminal 46, Terminal 30, Terminal 25, and Elliott Bay East 
Anchorage) 
Environmental Factors Value Comments 

Wind x=23.5 knots Typically from a southerly direction, in infrequent 
occasions from the northerly direction. 

Tidal Currents x ̅=1.78 knots Outflow from the Duwamish River 

Sea State x ̅=1.6 feet Typically occurs with strong northerly winds and 
strong outflow from Duwamish River  

Additional Comments: 
When tribal gillnet fishing is open the position of the nets will not allow the operators to safely 
deploy containment boom without damage to the nets. Since 2010 there have not been any recorded 
instances where tribal gillnetting interfered with pre booming a transfer. 

West Waterway and vicinity 
(Terminal 5, Glacier West, BPB Gypsum, Elliott Bay West Anchorage) 

Environmental Factors Value Comments 

Wind x ̅=20 knots Typically from a southerly direction, in infrequent 
occasions from the northerly direction. 

Tidal Currents x ̅=2.25 knots Outflow from the Duwamish River 
Sea State x ̅=1.0 foot Typically occurs with strong northerly winds and 

strong outflow from Duwamish River  

Additional Comments: 
When tribal gillnet fishing is open the position of the nets will not allow the operators to safely 
deploy containment boom without damage to the nets. Since 2010 there have not been any recorded 
instances where tribal gillnetting interfered with pre booming a transfer. 
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Smith Cove East and West Anchorages 
Environmental Factors Value Comments 

Wind ̅=21.2 knots From a southerly or westerly direction have the 
greatest impact on boom deployment. 

Tidal Currents Negligible Currents do not have a significant impact at these 
transfer sites 

Sea State ̅=2.1 feet Typically coming from a south or westerly direction.  

Tacoma Area 

Tacoma Terminals including Sitcum, Blair, Hylebos Waterways 
(Pier 4, Pier 3, TOTE Terminal, Evergreen Terminal, Washington United Terminal, Blair Terminal, 
Weyco Log, PNW Terminal, Pier 7, Maersk Terminal, and Pier 25) 

Environmental Factors Values Comments 

Wind ̅=26.6 knots Typically from a southerly direction 

Tidal Current Negligible Currents do not have a significant impact at these 
transfer sites 

Sea State ̅=1.5 feet Typically experienced at the more exposed terminals 
(TOTE, Pier 7, Pier 3, Pier 4, and Maersk Terminal)  

Commencement Bay Anchorages 
Environmental Factors Values Comments 

Wind ̅=20 knots From any quadrant 

Tidal Current ̅=1.0 knots Typically experienced at the Ruston Anchorage 

Sea State ̅=1.75 feet From any quadrant  

Anacortes Area 

Anacortes Anchorage 
Environmental Factors Values Comments 

Wind ̅=20 knots Northerly and southerly directions have the great impact 

Tidal Current ̅=1.75 knots From any direction 

Sea State ̅=1.5 feet From the direction of wind direction have the greatest 
impact-especially when counter to the tidal current.  

Everett Area 

Everett Port Dock 
Minimal transfers are conducted in the Port of Everett. The few that have occurred have been pre 
boomed. Not enough significant data to establish Safe & Effective protocols for this site. 

Port Townsend Area 

Port Townsend Paper Mill 
The Port Townsend Paper Mill is a fixed facility which accepts deliveries of fuel oil from a tank barge. In 
the case of conducting transfers at the Port Townsend Mill the delivering vessel shall defer to the Safe 
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and Effective thresholds established by the Port Townsend Paper Mill with regards to deploying 
containment boom during transfers at the mill dock. It is expected that both the on scene dock 
supervisor, delivering PIC, and contactor will confer on whether it is safe of effective to pre boom a 
transfer and proceed accordingly. 

Port Angeles Area 

Port Angeles Port Dock 
No records are found that demonstrate a transfer not being pre boomed as a result of environmental 
factors exceeding the Safe & Effective Thresholds. For purposes of providing guidelines for the 
operators, Safe & Effective Thresholds established for Port Angeles Anchorage will be utilized for the 
Port Dock. 

Port Angeles Anchorages 

Environmental Factors Values Comments 

Wind ̅=23.3 knots From the westerly, northerly, and easterly directions 
have the greatest impact on transfer operations. 

Tidal Current Negligible Currents do not have a significant impact at these 
transfer sites 

Sea State ̅=2.0 feet From the direction for wind direction have the 
greatest impact 

Adverse Forecasts 34.0% Of the transfers not pre boomed in this region a 
percentage where due to an adverse weather forecast 
being issue by NOAA resulting in an undue safety risk to 
personnel from deteriorating environmental conditions. 

Restricted Visibility 13.7% Of the transfers not pre boomed in this region a 
percentage cited restricted visibility as an undue 
safety risk to personnel.  

Columbia River Transfer Sites 

Vancouver Area 

Vancouver Terminals (All Berths) 
Environmental Factors Values Comments 

Wind Negligible Wind speed did not have a significant impact at 
these transfer sites 

Tidal Current ̅=1.81 knots Out to sea 

Sea State Negligible Sea state did not have a significant impact at 
these transfer sites.  
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Vancouver Anchorage 
Environmental Factors Values Comments 

Wind Negligible Wind speed did not have a significant impact at 
these transfer sites 

Tidal Current ̅=1.81 knots Out to sea 

Sea State Negligible Sea state did not have a significant impact at 
these transfer sites. 

 

Kalama Area 

Kalama Export and Kalama North 

Environmental Factors Values Comments 

Wind Negligible Wind speed did not have a significant impact at 
these transfer sites 

Tidal Current ̅=1.93 knots Out to sea 

Sea State Negligible Sea state did not have a significant impact at 
these transfer sites.  

Longview Area  

Longview Berths 

Environmental Factors Values Comments 

Wind Negligible Wind speed did not have a significant impact at 
these transfer sites 

Tidal Current ̅=1.80 knots Out to sea 

Sea State Negligible Sea state did not have a significant impact at 
these transfer sites.  

Longview Anchor 

Environmental Factors Values Comments 

Wind Negligible Wind speed did not have a significant impact at 
these transfer sites 

Tidal Current ̅=1.80 knots Out to sea 

Sea State Negligible Sea state did not have a significant impact at 
these transfer sites.  

Other Transfer Sites 

Yukon Harbor, Quartermaster Harbor, and Vendovi Anchorages 
Transfers occurring at these locations is not common. When they do occur the containment boom must 
be transported upon a response vessel as opposed to being towed through the water; as such, the type 
of containment boom primarily being utilized on these occasions is contractor type boom. The operators 
should utilized the Anacortes Anchorage Safe & Effective guidelines for transfer operations that take 
place in these locales. 
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Booming Configurations 
In the waters of Puget Sound three booming configurations will be utilized in most cases, two of these 
configurations will be the most common, applying to most situations either at anchor or a terminal. The 
third configuration applies to the Port Townsend Paper Mill. On the Columbia River, three different 
configurations will be utilized, all three are best suited for transfer operations in a river environment. See 
Appendix A. 

At times the operations in Puget Sound or on the Columbia River will require deviation from the outlined 
configurations, these instances should be uncommon and for good reason. In these cases every effort 
will be made to deploy the containment boom in a manner that will effectively contain a release if one 
should occur (WAC 173-184-115). Conversely, at times environmental conditions will allow the 
operators to improve on the outlined configurations. 

In a majority of the cases, when the barge is alongside a vessel transferring product the accompanying 
tug boat will need to remain outside of the deployed boom. Through experience, this is the best 
position for this asset to be placed during a transfer in the event of an unintended release allowing the 
vessel and crew to more effectively respond. 

Lightering Operation Configurations 
Olympic Tug & Barge is not the deliverer in the cases of lightering operations a lightering boom 
configuration diagram has been added to Appendix A. In is important to note that in the case of 
lightering operations, Olympic Tug & Barge will acquiesce to any approved Safe & Effective Report the 
deliverer may have with regards to pre booming. In the event the deliverer does not have an approved 
Safe & Effective Report on file with the Department of Ecology, Olympic Tug & Barge will make every 
effort to apply our approved determination report. 

Continual Improvement 
It is our commitment to continually improve pre booming operations at all transfer sites. The five foot 
standoffs have continued to be a challenge to safely deploy and maintain effectiveness at almost all the 
transfer sites, particularly transfers at anchor. Recently, Olympic Tug & Barge began with working with 
third party contractor to study the five foot standoff problem; currently we are continuing to come up 
against the same concerns about safety and effectiveness that we’ve experienced in the past. In 
addition to the challenges of maintaining a five foot standoff, we are striving to develop safer and more 
effective methods of deploying containment boom at all transfers. 

We are also continuing to address the deployment of boom underneath the various terminals in both 
Puget Sound and on the Columbia River. Positioning personnel under docks to deploy creates a 
situation that places personnel at an unacceptable safety risk given the various conditions of docks. 
Although, at some select facilities boom has been placed under the docks (Pier 90-91 in Seattle for 
example). We will continue to look that this issue, work with our contractor, and attempt to devise a 
method to safely deploy boom under docks. 

Olympic Tug & Barge and Harley Marine Services have in the past and will continue to hold the 
protection of the waters and coastline of Washington State as one of its core values. We will provide 
the best training available for personnel, utilize the quality vendors, safety of personnel, zero spills, and 
protection of Washington State waters. 
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Appendix A 

PRE BOOMING CONFIGURATIONS 
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Diagram #1-Transfer to Vessel at Berth 
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Diagram #2-Transfer to Vessel at Anchor 
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Diagram #3‐Lightering at Anchor 
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Diagram #4-Transfer to Port Townsend Mill Dock 
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Diagram #5-Transfer to Vessel at Vancouver Car Port & Kalama Export 

NOTE   
Anchor & tethers will 
only be used on the 
upstream side of the 
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Diagram #6-Transfer to Vessel at Anchor-Columbia River 

NOTE A:  
Boom to be secure from 
ships line approximately 
100’ amidships on the 
receiving ship. 

NOTE B:  
When safe & effective, 
anchors will be deployed 
to hold boom away from 
hull of ship. 
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Diagram #7-Transfer to Vessel at Berth-Columbia River 
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Appendix B 

General Equipment Allocations 
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General Equipment Allocation in Major Ports 

Seattle   

1-26’ workboat, 3-20’ skiffs, 1-18’ skiff. 30,000’ contractor boom, 10,000’ Perma-boom. 

Tacoma   

2-26’ workboats, 1-19’ skiff. 7,800’ contractor boom. 

Port Angeles  

1-32’ workboats, 1-20’ workboat, 1-16’ skiff, 1-14’ skiff. 6,000’ contractor boom. 

Anacortes   

1-32’ workboat, 1-30’ workboat, 1-19’ skiff and 1-16’ skiff. 4,500’ contractor boom. 

Longview   

1-26’ FRV, 2-16’ skiffs. 4,000’ contractor boom. 

Kalama   

1-30’ FRV, 2-16’ skiffs. 3,000’ contractor boom. 

Vancouver   

1-30’ FRV, 3-20’ workboats, 6-16’ skiffs. 5,100’ contractor boom 

Note: Equipment allocations may increase or decrease from port to port depending on need. 



 


